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Tech engineering professor receives top honor
by David Asbell
Yilu Liu was recently awarded the 1994 Presidential Faculty Fellow Award.
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Engineers' Week tradition continues

by Ray Easterling
This year's Engineers' Week to offer a few new wrinkles.

SCIENCE FICTION
Invasion: The First Confrontation CPart 4)

by Rich Parish
The genocide of humans continues as the aliens prepare to make the Earth
their new home.
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EDITORIAL

It ain't over yet
College doesn't mark
the end of learning
just the beginning
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Mike Reese: Hows it hanging, Reese?
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y friend and I were conversing the other day about graduating in May.
She made the comment, "It'll be nice to get away from the pressures of
learning. " I was shocked. Did she really think that a degree granted her
all the knowledge she would need in her career?
Engineering is exciting because it constantly, and
quickly, changes. Seniors are already playing catch up
with the freshman when it comes to computer software.
One can't master a technology and expect to rely on that
expertise to sustain a career. Training must be an integral part of the job.
Industry recognizes this; consequently, more people
are spending additional time in training sessions. At the
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, where I co-oped,
an engineer can expect to spend at least one week a year
in training. But even training is not enough.
First, you must realize that school is most likely not
over. To keep your career moving forward you will have
to attend graduate school. If you want to take the management route, a Masters of Business Administration
(MBA) will be needed. A Masters of Engineering will be
expected of someone staying on the technical track.
Some schools offer this degree in a one year full-time
student program, but most choose to attain the degree
over a number of years during night school.
The next step is to read professional journals and
technical magazines to keep up with the latest in technology. You are off to a good start by reading the Engineers' Forum.
Another, and more fun approach, is attending conferences. This opportunity allows you to meet with
other people, discuss new ideas, and see new technology demonstrated right in front of you - something
you can't get from a magazine.
I once read that the half-life of an engineer is six
years. Six years after graduation an engineer only knows
half of what they should. Engineers are involved in a
high-paced industry. Don't assume that learning ends
after college; college is the first step in your professional
training.

!Ill~/~
' Mike Reese

Editor-in-Chief
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Mosaic offers students a window into the World Wide Web
by Manta Elkins

Imagine: Sitting at your computer. Click the mouse. See current weather maps
and cloud movies. Click, click. Dinosaurs live on the computer screen. Click!
The latest version of the Engineers' Forum appears. Clicking is the currency to
pay for the resources of a hundred thousand computers. Click, hear digitized
voices explain the pictures. Click, info from America, Click, info from Europe.
The cost is free of course.
t sounds like Star Trek but it
exists today What I have just
described is Mosaic, a window
into the World Wide Web. The
software is available FREE for Windows,
Macs and Unix machines. (Not Shareware.) If you haven't seen it you should.
The creator of Mosaic is the NCSA (National Center for Supercomputer Applications). But you can pick up a copy at 220
Hutcheson if you're a Virginia Tech stu-

I

dent. (Of course if you're reading this on
the web right now you know this.)
Mosaic, for the uninitiated, is global
hypertext. Words on the page are highlighted. Point and click on them using a
mouse to get more information that might
come from almost any computer in the
world. Click on a picture there and pull
up another picture. Click on items in the
picture for descriptions. You don't know
what computer you may find next. The

access can be slow sometimes, and there is
very little indexing, but half the fun is not
knowing what you might find next. It's an
electronic frontier that you can explore
with out leaving your chair. If you haven't
heard of MOSAIC yet, you will! Its growth
is faster than tribbles (incredible). Other
Internet services have been interesting
and educational, but Mosaic is also
attractive and entertaining.
Roughly every six months, MOSIAC
use increases five fold! Catch the wave,
what a rush. All you need to make this
work is a computer and an Internet
connection or Modem. And if you don't
own them you can borrow them. Many of
the computers in the student's labs have
Mosaic already installed and ready to go.
If you want to run it on your personal
Continued next page
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Mosaic
machine, get the files at 220 Hutcheson and ask for
the BEV software. (BEV; in case you've been trapped
in a cave for the last year, stands for the Blacksburg
Electronic Village.) Or, if you have access, you can use
an incantation called FTP (File Transfer Protocol) that
transfers files across the Internet to get the program
directly from NCSA. FTP FTP.NCSA.UIUC.EDU Get
the code for your machine. Run some version of
WINSOCK for your PC compatible computer (Virginia Tech has a site license for TRUMPET WINSOCK
[Recommended]) or the appropriate TCP/IP stack.
This allows your machine to speak the ancient, mystical language of the Internet: TCP/IP. If you live off
campus, don't sweat it. You can get dial in access to
14.4K modem lines at less than $9.00 a month. (And
besides Mosaic, that'll get you E-mail, Gopher, Usenet, FTP, Archie, and more ... ) The dorms and some of
the local apartment complexes dorms have Ethernet
connections available, which are MUCH faster than
Modem connections.
The basic Mosaic system runs right out of the box. But, for
more fun install at least a JPEG Viewer like Lview, an excellent
piece of FREEWARE. Now if you don't understand this language
call Computer Services (officially "Client Systems Development
and Support" at Virginia Tech) at 231-HELP. Or, talk to your
roommate or the network Guru down the hall. They're usually
just waiting for someone to ask. Offer the Universal Currency of
Coke and Pizza. It's kinda like learning to drive a car, some new
terminology and skills to learn, but the results can carry you
around the country (or the world), only faster.
Now that you've got it up and running it's time to catch a
wave and surf the internet! For current weather maps and
weather movies point Mosaic to http://rs560.cl.msu.edu:80/
weather/ Just click and go. If you're interested in games try http://
www.cis.ufl.edu/-thoth/library/recreation.html or how about Star
Trek http://www.cosy.sbg.ac.at/redstartrek/index.html and don't
forget the most important part: Look for the Engineers' Forum on
http://www.vt.edu:l0021/eng!forum/ It is currently on-line with
some back issues. It's even possible that the electronic version
will be available BEFORE the printed one. Pictures and all will be
there thanks to the hard work of David Kennedy
(kennedy@vt.edu0, Internet Layout Artist with a little help from
Monta Elkins (monta®vt.edu), Cyberspace Consultant. Explore
Mosaic, it's the next frontier. Mosaic and its cousins are THE
killer application for the Internet.
If you have questions, comments, or complaints send e-mail
to me, monta@vt.edu. Or pass along your favorite World Wide
Web sites. Maybe your questions or hints will appear in Engineers' Forum magazine (or maybe they won't.)
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Manta Elkins: Manta looks to surf the net.
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A new engineering building:
The next step for the College of Engineering
by john Cole

attractive Hokie
llofus
Stone on the lower
have
part of the building
noticed
and a loading dock
when at
on the Randolph
one time or another
side of the building.
we were in an overThe 71,260
crowded class or
square foot building
lab. However, how
has an estimated
many engineering
groundbreaking
students know that
date of this spring,
the Virginia Tech
and possibly before
College of Engicommencement.
neering is under
The building will
the space requiretake roughly 20-24
ments for engineermonths to complete
ing schools as dicand will cost a total
tated by the State
of $1 7 million. Of
Council of Higher
course, those figEducation for Virures are completely
ginia.
dependent upon the
Due in part to the higher education bond
According to
actual contractor
referend
building pass .d last yean Virginia
Dr. Daniel Ludwig of
who builds the
the Engineering
building and thereTech
will
b
etting
a
new
engineerim
g
building
Fundamentals Defore this is only a
soon. 'Here's a artist's rendering ot he planned rough estimate.
partment, Virginia
Tech's College of
The building
engineering buUffng courtesyot Bob Livingstone.
Engineering is very
will be mainly an
short of space in
administrative and
comparison with other similar engineering
trance on the north side, near the comresearch building for the Mechanical,
schools at re-search-oriented universities.
Electrical, Industrial, and Civil Engineermuter parking lot, and will have a central
Combine this need for more space
corridor allowing passage to the road being Departments. There will only be one
with the higher education bond referenhind Randolph Hall. The west side of the
classroom in the building, a multimedia
dum approved by Virginia voters in Nobuilding will have a walkway to Whitteclassroom which will feature the latest in
vember 1993, and you have the makings
more Hall at the second floor level, similar
electronic and computing technology
of a new engineering building.
to the walkway joining Whittemore and
Some of the laboratory areas in the
In its present state, the plans for the
Hancock Hall. The four-story building
Mechanical Engineering section of the
building have been completed, and final
will have all faculty offices on the north
building will accommodate modal analyapproval from the Virginia Division of Enside and will have all research labs on
sis and structural acoustics. The Industrial
gineering Buildings to advertise the proeach floor of the south side. Another feaEngineering section will include space for
ject for construction is expected shortly
ture of the building is that all research labs
systems engineering investigations as reThe as-yet-unnamed building will be
on the first floor will be two stories high,
lated to ergonomics and robotics, while
located on the faculty parking lot behind
and there will be an additional two floors
the Civil Engineering areas will be deRandolph Hall and next to Whittemore
of one-story labs above that. Other feasigned with state-of-the-art facilities for
Hall. The building will have its main entures include the use of the traditional and
See New Building, page 8
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Green engineering
by Scott Walters
he past 100 years have seen a
boom in technology These advancemen ts, however, have
not been withou t a price. Our
continual development of technology has
wreaked havoc on the environment. We
now find ourselves in a precarious position. We must adjust our practices to support the environment while maintaining
and increasing the curren t level of technology Virginia Tech has taken up this
cause with the new Green Engineering
program.
Engineers have traditionally been
looked upon as the creators of technology
Tech's goal is to educate engineers about
the environment. When they enter the
work place these new engineers will have

T

to include environmental issues in their
design.
Green Engineering, however, does
not end with engineers. One of the
environment's biggest enemies is money
The battle between benefiting the environment and cost effectiveness has
traditionally been decided by management, economists, and business people.
The Green Engineering program takes
this fact into account. The program has
been designed so that all students, not just
engineers, will be educated on the issues
of the environment.
The Green Engineering program is
just getting off the ground. The idea
however has been in planning for a while.
Former Dean of Engineering, G. Wayne
Clough, recognized the need for an

Environmental issues will be
addressed by all engineering
disciplines in the future.
irginia Tech plans to train its
n ure graduates concernii g
these 5 es.

environmental focus throughout the college.
He planted the seed by establishing a Green
Engineering committee. The committee's job
was to determine how environmental teachings were to be integrated into the college of
engineering and the university in general.
When Clough left Virginia Tech, President
Torgerson temporarily took over his position.
Torgerson continued to support Green Engineering. During this period Tech was going
through a series of budget cutbacks. The Provost was collecting money from the different
departments and redistributing it to worthy
projects. Torgerson asked j ohn Novak, an Environmental Engineering Professor and influential member of the committee, to develop a
proposal for Green Engineering. The proposal
was successful and the Provost awarded the
committee with the necessary funds.

PUJ YOURSELF IN
POWER
For the nearly two mlllfon satisfied customers
who rely on our safe and economical electricity, we
are power. And, for more than 130 Co-ops that
help make it all happen, Virginia Power is also
opportunity.
As an integral part of our Coop Program,
students seeking degrees in Engineering, can gain
exceptional experience, expand their knowledge
beyond the theoretical, and enhance their career
potential inunediately and substantially.

To find out more about Coop opportunities
available for Fall 1995, visit the Coop Office in
Henderson Hall for more details. Virginia Power
will be on campus March 7th & 8th to participate
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is growing at Tech
The program the committee developed
Another focus McPherson would like
their curriculum. The committee on
contains two parts. The first part is the addito stress in the class is the point coordinaGreen Engineering will examine the protion of courses dealing with environmental
tion of what he calls the "industrialist and
posals, then make recommendations and
topics to the core curriculum. These
approvals.
classes will be available to every student
The departments have two opin various core areas. The second part aftions for their plans. One is to modfects the engineering departments. They
ify existing courses so that green
will be adding environmental sections to
engineering is taught in some secexisting courses and/or developing new
tion of the entire course. The deenvironmental based courses.
partments may also add courses
Environmental issues effect every asdealing entirely with environmental
pect of business and industry Every area
issues. One possibility is the addiof employment needs to be exposed to
tion of senior level design courses
green thinking. This is the driving force
relating to green engineering.
behind the addition of core classes. The
With this movement towards
idea is to expose all students from every
environment in engineering, the
major to the principles of green engineerquestion arises whether Tech will
ing.
be creating a separate undergraduThe 1995 fall semester will see the
ate Environmental Engineering
first environmental class. A three-credit
Department. Currently, undercourse, it will be taught by Mining and
graduate degrees in environmental
Minerals Engineering Professor Malcolm
engineering are earned by taking
McPherson. McPherson is also the chaircivil engineering and specializing in
man of the Green Engineering committee.
environmental. Tech also has a sueFive to six additional classes will be added
~ cessful graduate program in envim
in the fall semester of 1996. These classes
~ ronmental engineering.
will also be taught by engineering and
8
According to McPherson and
~
science professors.
~ Novak the answer depends on two
According to Novak, the environ~ things: Demand by students and
mental courses will retain their engineer-E employers for the degree and sup..r:.
ing backgrounds but will be designed and
a.. port through scholarships and
Green Engineering adds a new dimension to design
taught in such a way that students from
funds. McPherson believes that one
solutions. Maybe solar arrays will one day make coalany major will be able to take the class.
of the drawbacks is that there is diffired power plants obsolete.
McPherson's course, entitled Energy,
ficulty in getting environmental enResource Development, and the Environgineering jobs. Companies want enment, tackles the issue of a growing populathe environmentalist." In the past, the
gineers that possess other disciplines in
tion and the subsequent growth in energy debattle over the environment has been beaddition to environmental ones.
tween these two groups. McPherson bemands. In this course McPherson states that
Virginia Tech stands on the threshold
he wants to deal with one primary question:
lieves that if we can combine the ideoloof a major advancement in the field of en"How do you produce the increasing amount
vironment. Few schools in the country
gies of both groups we can solve the environmental crisis.
have designed such an organized program
of energy and raw material that is needed and,
at the same time, maintain a stable environto bring an environmental influence into
On January 9, 1995, each engineering
ment? " He plans on answering this question
department was required to tum in a proall classrooms.
The designers have done their part
by examining "the factors that control the
posal for incorporating green engineering
into their curriculum. The departments
and the program is underway. Now we
demand for energy and minerals, outline the
are designing their changes around a three
must wait and see what the future holds
technologies for producing those commodities
year plan. In three years, Green Engineerfor Green Engineering.
with emphasis on environmental impact, and
ing will be completely integrated into
global implications of such activities. "
ENGINEERS' FORUM • 7
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Writing across
by Michelle Romanowski
n response to industry reports that graduating students
have inadequate communications and writing skills, the
university will be changing the core curriculum requiremen ts.
The university will require two writing intensive courses in each
student's major. Courses labeled as WI will fulfill the writing intensive
requirement. Writing intensive courses in the major are the source of
major attention for non-humanities majors, especially those in engineering and mathematics. This requirement
will apply to freshmen entering in 1999,
which gives the colleges a three year
lag during which they can develop
these courses.
In Materials Science and
Engineering (MSE), a different approach has been taken
to fill the gap between engineers and communications
skills. It is called Writing
Across the Curriculum
(WAC). Instead of two specific courses designated as
writing intensive a sequence of
required courses was modified to
include communications oriented
modules in each course that build
upon each other. In this way the MSE department hopes to maintain constant attention to
the communications skills necessary for engineers in industry
In order to develop the curriculum for this program Dr. Eric
Pappas, a technical writing professor from the English department,
was assigned to the MSE department. This makes MSE the only
department in the engineering college to have a writing center.
Dr. Pappas offers afternoon sessions on typical engineering
writing assignments, such as writing letters of application, resumes,
and lab reports. He also identifies common problems among the
students and does workshops. Common problems include grammar,
spelling, organization, and even integrating data from a graph into a
report. These are not common subjects for focus in the normal
engineering curriculum, but are extremely important when reporting
in lab and design situations.
Dr. Bob Hendricks, who team teaches with Dr. Pappas in the
department, says that the program is an attempt to model a real
industrial setting. Dr. Lu's Materials in Electrical Engineering course
includes aspects of the writing intensive program with its poster
presentation and 15 page paper on a group project.
One student in the class who had returned to school after
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New building
Continued from page 5
addressing environmental concerns. Space allocated to the
Electrical Engineering Department is to be used for communications, computers, and space communications.
Not only will this new engineering building help Tech catch
up on space requirements, but it should also help to be a valuable
asset for research here at Virginia Tech.
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John Cole: Whenjohnfinds time away from classes and the
Engineers' Forum, he likes to sit in a tree.
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One
department's
answer to
industry reports
that students
are graduating
with poor
communications
skills
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the curriculum
working for IBM said that the course filled in the blanks outside the
area of his major. This is important, he continued, because in the professional world it is difficult to anticipate what field you will be
working in.
The WAC program is currently in the process of becoming an
acceptable alternative to the writing intensive requirement. If the MSE
alternative is accepted then this opens the door for other similar
programs. So, the core curriculums specifications need to be changed
to include this precedent.
Dr. Hendricks explains that it needs to be a very carefully written
set of guidelines for programs, rather than courses, to be classified as
(writing intensive).
The professors in the MSE department realize that the writing
program is a lot of work for the students. But, Dr. Hendricks continued, the students are now beginning to positively react and realizing
that it will help them in the job market.
Faculty have noticed improvements in the MSE students' lab
reports and believe it is a positive sign that the curriculum will be a
success.

At Westvaco,
we strive to be different.
What about you?
To work for Westvaco, you need to think about what it takes
to apply technology in different ways. For us, it's an imaginative
focus on research and the drive to create innovative products
and services that others in our field find difficult to match .
We have a well-defined strategy that has made us a major
producer of paper, packaging and specialty chemicals, an
industry leader in obtaining patents and a Fortune 200
company. We have over 14,000 employees worldwide,
markets in 70 countries and annual sales exceeding
$2 billion. That is just part of the difference that could make
Westvaco an exciting opportunity for technically-oriented
students . Would you like to know more about the Westvaco
difference? Contact Rebecca Strong, Personnel Administrator,
Westvaco Corporation, Bleached Board Division, 104 East
Riverside Street, Covington, Virginia, 24426.
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International Space Station
The International Space Station is set to begin construction in
less than three years, and will be completed within the decade.
As a dream comes to fruitation, real opportunities are opened
for research, engineering, and general benefit to mankind.
Early 2000
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Figure 1: Final Configuration of Space Station Freedom

by Al Lowas
Every Cooperative Education Student has
a story or two. Mine started two years ago
in the middle of exam week, with an unexpected phone call from a NASA employee
who would soon be my boss. This was the
call that eventually landed me in Huntsville, Alabama working on Space Station
Freedom. m not Space Station Freedom
anymore, and it doesn't look quite like it
did when I last worked on it, but it is still
an amazing dream becoming a reality, involving engineers and scientists of all
types, from all walks of life, working together from countries around the world.
Here is a brief look at Americas space station dream and how it will become a
reality.
ankind has dreamed about a
space station for years. As we
come closer to actually achieving that dream, we also come
closer to finally realizing the endless uses of
space, and the many benefits in store for
mankind. But where did this space station
dream come from? What is America's Space
Station? What work is being done on it?
What will it do? And, of course, there is the
question of self-interest: where can the Virginia Tech engineering student fit into this
dream?
Where the Space Station Came From
Probably the first real work on the possibility of a space station was by NASA, as a
waypoint on its lunar mission (an idea
which many credit to Wernher von Braun).
Although that idea was eventually abandoned, out of it grew Skylab, America's first
space station. Even while Skylab was orbiting the earth, conceptual designs were
being made by NASA officials for a larger
and more capable space station. Eventual
approval for this idea was received in the

10 • ENGINEERS' FORUM
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Alpha: From dream to reality
ternational Space Station Alpha (ISSA) Proearly 1980s by President Ronald Reagan.
A Redesign Team was established shortly
thereafter, and would begin its work on the
Work then proceeded on Space Station
gram. Although concern has been raised
Freedom (SSF), what was to be America's
about the viability of including Russian parcompletion of the then-ongoing Critical
Design Review (CDR). Its goal was simple:
ticipation, both Russia and the U.S. were
first permanently manned space station.
continuing on efforts toward new space staUses for Space Station Freedom ranged
Make the Space Station Program cheaper,
from an orbiting laboratory, to an orbiting
tions, and it became apparent that the best
use as much of the existing designs as poslaunch site, to an orbiting hangar for satelsible, and create a new station with as much
way to complete either one was to combine
benefit to the nation as possible. The Rethe two.
lite repairs. Multiple cost overruns and
The curchanging narent configutional priorities
ration of ISSA
forced NASA to
(see Figure 2)
redesign the
by Al Lowas
contains
station, scale it
I must admit, this is an area of particular interest to me - the CBM, or Common Berthing
down, and fomuch of the
Mechanism,
was my first assignment at NASA. But what are all of these terms, and what do they
same hardcus it on a
mean? A co-worker of mine once tried to explain this alphabet soup by saying that Berthing is
ware as did
smaller set of
what
happens nine months after Docking. Unfortunately, the distinction is not that easy
the original
key functions.
Berthing, the key method of assembling many of the ISSA components, implies a soft and
SSF project,
Out of these remore permanent contact between the two spacecraft: i.e. at lower velocities with, obviously, less
and makes
designs came
kinetic
energy
This
allows
the
connecting
structure
to
have
a
lighter
weight
and,
in
the
case
of
the
use
of other
the final SSF
CBM,
to
be
much
larger
and
more
functional.
systems,
pridesign, supDocking,
the
easiest
term,
is
something
that
we
have
known
for
years.
It
implies
a
hard
marily
Rusported by concontact, often by use of a Probe and Drogue configuration like that used in lunar missions, to
sian off-thetractors and
connect
two
spacecraft.
The
Russian
APAS-89
system
is
a
docking
system
developed
a
few
years
shelf hardNASA centers
ago
for
use
on
the
Mir
space
station,
and
is
loosely
derived
from
the
Apollo-Soyuz
Test
Program
ware,
because
from around
(ASTP)
docking
hardware.
It
is
being
used
to
connect
all
Russian
hardware,
and
has
been
U.S. systems
the country,
purchased by NASA for mating the Space Shuttle Orbiter to the Space Station.
were becomwith other key
Than what is mating? Mating is much like docking, but is more controlled, and at lower
ing too expenlaboratory
speeds,
although not with the structural rigidity that a berthing contact would have.
sive. It allows
components
Of course, for each kind of connection there is a different type of hardware - and for each
for an inbeing supplied
connection
between sections with different kinds of hardware, there must be an adapter. These
creased power
by the Euroadapters are the Pressurized Mating Adapters, or PMAs.
supply as
pean Space
Together these all form significant structural components of the ISSA program: And have
compared to
Agency (ESA),
been
known to cause significant heartache.
the original
and the NaSSF design, a
tional Space
larger pressurized (habitable) volume, and
design Team succeeded, and out of this
Development Agency of japan (NASDA). It
a standard crew of six astronauts. Most imcame Space Station Alpha.
was to be permanently manned by a fourportantly, the delay in the Space Stations
man crew by early 2000. (See Figure 1)
What is America's Space Station?
First Element Launch (FEL) is only about a
With this new SSF design came a new
Space Station Alpha was a remarkable
year, with initial research capability beginprice tag, which, was unfortunately still
departure from current designs. It not only
ning within two years after that.
well over $20 billion. Finally, in March of
looked drastically different, it was to be asKey elements of the Space Station, visi1993, concurrent with an overall goal of resembled in a much different order, and it
ble in Figure 2, include the truss, pressurduction in government costs, President Bill
would do something only possible in the
ized modules, power modules. The truss,
Clinton requested that NASA again relast few years, it would include Russian parwhat could be considered the backbone of
design the Space Station, in efforts to make
ticipation. Out of this grew the current InContinued next page
it more cost-effective and more affordable.

How it all comes together
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Space Station
the Space Station, has survived the current
redesign, and consists of many of the original SSF designed components. This
structure allows for greater functionality
and future expansion than other space
station designs, which often are limited by
the placement of power modules, radiators, external stores, Control Moment Gyros (CMGs), and other stores directly on
the pressurized modules. Additionally, the
truss provides structure for the Canadianbuilt Space Station Remote Manipulator
System (RMS), a robotics arm much like
that used on the Space Shuttle, for work
outside the pressurized areas of the Space
Station.
The pressurized modules consist of
sections built by almost every one of the
nations involved in the ISSA Project. The
first pressurized module to reach orbit, also the ISSA FEL, is a Russian space tug
(FGB Tug), which has been used extensively in their past space station programs.
On this, in the second launch, is placed
the first American pressurized module:
Node 1, a general storage and connecting
module almost exactly the same as that
designed for use in the SSF program. Other Russian pressurized modules, launched
later, include the Mir Service Module, periodic Progress Resupply Modules, two
modified Soyuz re-entry vehicles (used as
Assured Crew Return Vehicles), and various other laboratories and habitation
modules originally designed for the Mir
program. U.S. pressurized modules include an additional node, a habitation
module, a laboratory module, and Pressurized Logistics Modules (built under
contract in Italy). Other pressurized modules include ESAs Attached Pressurized
Module (APM, an additional laboratory) ,
and NASDAs Japanese Experiment Module QEM, aJapanese-built laboratory) ,
with its own Experimental Logistics Module (ELM) and exposed facility These
modules are all attached to each other by
either the Common Berthing Mechanism
or the Russian APAS-89 docking system
12 • ENG INEERS' FORUM

(see insert).
Just like most of us have seen in science fiction movies, electrical power is
critical to the survival of a manned space
vehicle or space station. It sustains life, to
maintain critical systems, and to perform
any useful functions with the structure.
ISSA has seven pairs of solar arrays: Four
on the U.S. truss (the solar dynamic experiment shown being recently replaced
by a fourth pair of solar arrays), one on
the Russian Power Module, and one each
on the Mir module and the space tug.
These solar arrays will generate a nominal
110 kW of electrical power for use on the
station, almost twice as much as would
have been available on SSF
Other systems internal to ISSA include the Environmental Control and Life
Support System (ECLSS), Data Management System (DMS), thermal control systems, communications and tracking systems, propulsion systems, and guidance
and attitude control systems. Continuing
work on these and other systems is ongoing, primarily by McDonnell Douglas in
the United States and NPO Energia of
Russia.
How ISSA Will Come To Be
Key challenges to the ISSA Program
are both ensuring that everyone is cooperating in a productive manner, and ensuring that the program can be afforded.
The monetary issue is becoming less
and less of a problem. President Clinton
currently supports the $2.1 billion per
year budget, ESA and NASDA have committed to continuing their portions of the
program, and the Russian contribution
(supplemented by a $400 million contract
with NASA for individual components)
remains stable. The general feeling of the
partners is that ISSA is now in the home
stretch, and to pull out would cost more
than finishing the project.
Productive cooperation, however,
provides an even larger problem, which
has received great focus by NASA, and
which promises to provide results well

beyond the ISSA Program. NASA is currently involved in what it calls Phase 1 of
the Space Station Program. This phase includes the flight last year of a Russian cosmonaut on the Space Shuttle Discovery,
another similar mission in February, planned flights of U.S. astronauts aboard the
Russian Mir space station, and exchanges
of technical data and experience in space
flight.
To facilitate this crucial step, NASA
established a liaison office in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow this past summer and
continues multiple Technical Interchange
Meetings (TIMs) between the U.S. and
Russia. Employees from NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center andJohnson Space
Center regularly travel to Russia to establish common construction standards and
working interfaces between the nations.
In addition to its work with its Russian counterparts, NASA continues its
working relationships with its other international partners through continual international reviews, technical exchanges, and
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs)
between the U.S. and the other involved
nations. Foreign nationals were present at
NASA's SSF Critical Design Review in
1993, and continue to be crucial to ISSAs
success today
Out of these challenges, however,
have arisen multiple benefits to all of the
international partners. Beyond the increased international understanding between these nations and the simple ability
to orbit a space station at all, a key benefit
has been the drastic increase in the number and types of ways to carry components, supplies, and men to and from the
Space Station.
With the inclusion of Russia, Japan,
ESA, and the United States, plans have
now been made to include the launch
capabilities of each of these nations in the
construction of ISSA. The orbital inclination has been raised to make the Space
Station more accessible to the Russian
launch facilities. Russian components and
resupply shipments will be launched
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Figure 2: ISSA Configuration. Note the solar dynamic module has been replaced by an additional pair of experiments.
launch vehiNo one
photovoltaic arrays.
des and
can predict all
sion IML-2, for example, has made relaunch complexes to carry other compoof the benefits that will come from spacemarkable discoveries in the elongation of
nents and supplies into orbit. All of these
based research aboard ISSA, no more than
the human spine in space, research which
launch capabilities together will serve to
can be predicted of research here on earth.
Canadian researchers are currently using
make maintenance of ISSA far more feasiUndoubtedly, however, the program will
to study common back pains. With
eventually have a lasting impact on the
ble, and, most importantly, should prevent
longer-duration
studies in space may
way that life is lived on earth.
a loss of the Space Station or its crew due
come cures for this ever-common sympto a grounded launch vehicle.
What's In It For Me?
tom here on earth.
What the Space Station Will Do
There are probably as many answers
On that same Spacelab mission Gerto this as there are people to ask the quesThe current primary purpose for ISSA
man scientists studied the growth of crystion, but a few key ones come to mind.
is to be an orbiting laboratory, capable of
tals in space: Crystal composites which
Beyond the scientific and technological
performing experiments not otherwise
would have tremendous use in the aerobenefits available, ISSA will provide repossible. Although this capability is apspace industry One of the problems noted
search opportunities and engineering jobs
proached by the Spacelab program (orbby one of the German scientists working
to those who may be interested in such
ited by NASA in the Space Shuttles cargo
on this experiment was just how little
work.
bay), and by the Mir 1, currently orbiting
time he had to complete his experiments,
Research opportunities that ISSA will
the earth, the Spacelab lacks the capabiliand how few he was able to do. ISSA will
provide to rising engineers and scientists
ties for long duration experiments that
provide a solution to that problem.
include, beyond some of the purely scienISSA will have, and Mir 1 has far less capBoeing researchers here in the United
tific research mentioned, the capability to
abilities for new, larger, and more powerStates are currently performing similar
study material properties in space in efful experiments than ISSA will have.
studies on crystals. The only long-duraforts to possibly learn information about
ISSA experiments will advance the
tion ability that they have been able to obfracture propagation and other phenomareas of medicine, biology, materials scitain for this research is aboard Mir 1. Unenon in ways that they could not be
ences, physics, and chemistry, to name a
fortunately, this only allowed them the abfew. Recent research on the Spacelab misContinued on next page
ility to place the whole experiment in a
Communkal5on•, ltectrldty And ThenNI Control.,..._
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Space Station

For those interested in the more pure
design-type
engineering, ISSA offers opstudied here on earth. Crystal growth exportunities
for
almost every area of engiperiments and research into composite
neering.
Most
people
would consider the
materials are very promising. The use of
aerospace
aspects
apparent,
from Meteorthese new space-manufactured materials
and
Orbital
Debris
protection
to the
oid
may become commonplace, but only after
determination
of
orbit
characteristics.
But
the engineers of tomorrow research their
ISSA
also
employs
mechanical
engineers
capabilities on such platforms as ISSA.
in positions ranging from building lightIdeas have been proposed in the past for
weight yet stable trusses, to designing
conducting environmental studies of the
pressurized hatches, to the design of ISSAs
upper atmosphere by using a tethered
many propulsion and inertial guidance
platform from an orbiting space station systems. It employs computer engineers
although this is not currently budgeted, it
who work on tasks ranging from designhas been the subject of conceptual deing the large Data Management System to
signs both at NASA and in Germany.
designing the smaller
avionics for the many
Common Berthing
Mechanisms. Of
course, electrical engineering is essential for
the 110 kW station of
today, and electrical engineers perform tasks
ranging from designing
large, stable photovoltaic arrays to building
DC-DC transformers,
to wiring many of the
electromechanical systems on board ISSA.
Materials engineers are
needed to test the outgassing, volatility, human hazards and other
properties of materials,
to design and fabricate
the critical Multi-Layered Insulation (MU)
used on ISSA, and to
oversee the anodizing
and plating of those
exposed surfaces which
may otherwise decay.
Significant advances
have been made in industrial and systems
engineering, with new
design philosophies, a
Al Low as: By day he goes by Al, by night he goes by.. .
focus on precision yet
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cost-effective fabrication techniques, and
the simple need to coordinate the rest of
the activities.
There is no telling what types of opportunities might be found by those aspiring to work on the ISSA Project. In my
time working on the Space Station Program I have participated in the SSF Critical Design Review as a reviewer on the
mechanisms team, worked on test procedures for the Common Berthing Mechanism, advised the Marshall Space Flight
Center Redesign Group on CBM impacts
to the designs being considered, and researched laser ranging devices for berthing maneuvers, to name a few.
There are those who have made
names for themselves programming simulation devices for various parts of the station, building full-scale six degree of freedom mockups of the berthing components, testing man-systems interfaces, and
defining life support system requirements.
The possibilities are, literally, endless.
Work on ISSA will not end when the
last element is launched, either. Replacement parts will always be needed, and a
long-standing key focus of the Space Station effort is and has been its ability to expand as time, money, and the need for increased capability permit.
Engineers of all types currently work
in NASAs conceptual design area to determine what types of expansions may be
needed, what benefits they may have, how
they would be built and assembled, and
how much they would cost. ISSA is a very
large and complex project, and offers opportunities to engineers of almost all
types.
The American Space Station effort is,
indeed, becoming a reality. With the inclusion of international partners, stronger
support in Washington, and the simple
fact that flight hardware for it is currently
in production, ISSA has indeed entered
the home stretch, and promises, within
the next decade, to be a fully operational
space laboratory for the benefit of the
United States ... and the world.

RECOGNITION

Tech engineering professor receives top honor
by David Asbell
ilu Liu, professor in the
Bradley Department of Electrical Engineering, was recently awarded the 1994
Presidential Faculty Fellow
Award by President Bill
Clinton. The award is presented annually by the
President of the United
States to 15 engineering
and 15 science faculty at
the nation's colleges and
universities in recognition
of research promise and
excellence.
The award is accompa-
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Yilu Liu

JOIN THE CHALLENGE OF THE FUTURE AT

V5E CORPORATION

nied by a National Science Foundation grant of $100,000 per
year for up to five years. The grant is to be used to design new
and innovative research and teaching projects. It can also be used
to establish programs at the university based upon these designs.
Liu received this award for her research on electric power
systems. She hopes to use the grant to continue her research in
electric power systems, power quality, and diagnosis. She also
hopes that her research will help improve the overall reliability
and safety of the nation's electrical power systems.
Liu joined the faculty at Virginia Tech in 1990, and has been
awarded grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
before. She received the National Science Foundation Young
Investigative Award in 1993 as well as other NSF grants for her
research.
Although her research has won her many awards and her
findings have been used by several power companies nationwide,
she plans to continue teaching full-time at Virginia Tech, as well
as furthering her research. She is quick to pass on some of the
credit for her success to others around her for all of their help.
Nicodemus Reese, a former student in Liu's power class
summed her up by saying, "You could tell Professor Liu was
really dedicated to her students. I never felt intimidated to go to
her for help. She would always go that extra mile to ensure her
students understood the material."

EXCEPTIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE
We are exceptional ... unique in our spirit of cooperation, in our
pursuit of excellent service to our customers, and in our pride in a
job well done.
VSE CORPORATION has current and anticipated job opportunities available.

ENGINEERING
O Electrical Engineers
1.J Electronic Engineers
l.J Mechanical Engineers
O Quality Control Engineers
(Mechanical/Chemical/Print)
[] Logistics Engineers
I.] Ocean Engineers
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Administrative Assistant

TECHNICAL

O
O
O
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Mechanical Designers/Checkers
Electrical Designers/Checkers
PC Board Designers
Electronic Technicians
Electrical Technicians
Quality Control Technicians
Technical Writers
AUTOCAD Operators
Master Machinists
Computervision Operators
CADAM/PRANCE Operators

O
O
O
O

Systems Analysts
Programmer Analysts
Computer Programmers
LAN Specialists

0
O
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[J Contract Administrator

ADP

I.] Word Processors
[_] Clerk Typists
[J Configuration/Data
Management
O Accountants

For consideration, please send a resume stating employment and salary
history to:
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2550 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22303
(703) 329-4220

Dave Asbell: Somebody wake up Dave by graduation!
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EVENTS

Engineers' Week tradition continues
two consecutive weeks at Tech, kicked off
by Ray Easterling
with a student panel discussion on Februach day society functions as a
ary 12, at which Stephenson gave the
result of the combined efforts
opening address.
of its members. We have
"We will have upperclassmen from
shampoo to wash our hair,
each major give a brief description of their
cars to drive, roads to drive on, and
[department] ,"
clothes to wear,
said
Patel.
all thanks to the
Freshmen
will
forethought, rehave
the
opsearch, and
portunity to
work of others.
ask questions
The week
about the difof February 19
ferent majors.
is set aside to
Following
recognize the
the discussion,
work of engidepartments
neers.
will hold in"National
formation sesEngineers'
sions from
Week was esFebruary 12tablished in or- Displays are plentiful at Tech Showcase.
16 and again
der to honor
the many contributions of engineers to sofrom February 19-23. Included in the information sessions will be lab tours folciety," said Sneha Amin, a junior in chemical engineering and director of relations
lowing some discussions.
"Last year, Engineers' Week made
for the Student Engineers' Council (SEC).
some new additions to the schedule of
The SEC sponsors activities during Engievents," said Amin. "In addition to adding
neers' Week at Virginia Tech. "The events
are aimed at creating awareness of the varthe Tech Showcase, information packets
ious engineering disciplines."
were passed out to all freshmen engineer"The main point of Engineers' Week
ing students. This helped increase the at[at Tech] is for the freshmen, to introduce
tendance of the student panel discussion
and the departmental inthem to the College of Engineering and
formation sessions."
inform them of their options as far as maThe SEC will wrap up
jors go," said Sneha Patel, a junior in engithe two-week event with
neering science and mechanics and chair
of Engineers' Week.
the Tech Showcase on
February 24 and the SEC
The administration of the College of
Olympics on Feb. 25 .
Engineering has noted the importance of
" [Tech Showcase] is a
the event. "I have found Engineers' Week
to be an excellent opportunity for stuclub fair within the Coldents to see the different departments and
lege of Engineering," said
what they're doing," said F William StePatel. "It's [an opportuphenson, dean of the College of Engineernity] for the societies to
show what's there and
ing. "It's an excellent opportunity for students to see what they want to see and not
what they do. "
what we want to show them. There's a big
There will also be a
dunking booth at the
distinction there. "
Ray Easterling:
Engineers' Week, which will run for
event featuring engineer-

I]
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ing professors, a major attraction at last
year's Tech Showcase. 'There was one
professor who dressed up as a woman and
sat in the dunking booth for 30 minutes,"
said Amin.
The SEC Olympics, the conclusion of
SEC sponsored Engineers' Week activities,
features a field day type of activity for the
different engineering societies containing
challenge courses and tug of war. Traditionally, trophies have been given, however, cash prizes of $50, $35 and $15 will
be given to first, second and third places,
respectively, this year.
_"My hope is that we get more society
involvement this year. We've done a good
job at getting the freshmen to come out,"
said Amin. "Now we need to work on
getting the upperclassmen out. Contrary
to popular belief, Engineers' Week is for
the entire engineering student body, not
just the freshmen. "
"The College of Engineering is fortunate to have such a group of students
[as the members of the SEC] ," Stephenson said. "The SEC does a first class job."
"We have, here, it seems a tradition of
leadership," Stephenson said, indicating
the alumni who now head different corporations. "Even though the college
changes, the students continue to [be
leaders]. The SEC plays a big part in that."

Ray~

career goal - to be a GQ model.

SCIENCE FICTION

INVASION:
The First Confrontation
(Part 4)
by Rich Parish
he genocide of humans continues as the aliens prepare to
make the Earth their new home.
Celone prepares for the arrival
of his companion as he begins to question the
morality of his actions. Forrest and Alexandria begin to meet other humans, and they
band together to make sure they stay alive.
As the direness of the situation overtakes her,
Alexandria faints, and the newly created
foursome of her, Forrest, Jim, and Ray move
towards the ammunition plant. Unbeknownst to them, Shiro, pilot of the Sonnix-A, readies himselffor a corifrontation with them.

D

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"What do you mean it's empty?!"
Forrest asked.
"We couldn't find a thing." was Jim's
response.
"You mean this big eyesore that's been
here for 5 years is empty?"
"Aside from all them dead bodies,
yep," said Ray
"Didn't any of the workers have
guns? Tazers? ANYTHING?"
"Nothing at all. You'd think they were
actually running a lab up here. Everyone
inside had long white coats on, some of
them had those blue gowns that surgeons
wear, and there were a few professionals
around in the offices but no weaponry
Not even a pair of scissors or a tack. "
"I probably could've found something
to use. " Forrest was still somewhat bitter
at not having been able to look around.
He got stuck taking care of Alexandria,
who was still passed out cold. "You said
they all looked like doctors. Did you maybe find any smelling salts?"
"No, no chemicals either. "
"Well how do we plan on awakening
Alexandria then? "

'Tm sure she's fine the way she is,
Forrest."
"But she's going to be a burden if she
just stays passed out. What if we meet
some bad guy and have to fight? How are
we going to handle her then? "
"Who said somethin' like that'd actually happen? We're just bein' a bit prepared that's all," Ray said.
"Whatever that big metal thing is, I
think it's getting a bit closer," Jim said.
"The boy's right, we need to get her
awake, and we still need to find weapons.
If we do have to fight, I doubt we would
want to use our fists. Especially against
that thing following us. Alwick is fairly
close to here, and they have a hospital.
Why don't we drive over there and see
what they have, okay?"
"If it puts more space 'tween us 'n'
that thing then I'm alls for it. "

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Masei had always been a good thinker. As a strategist for the Empire, her job
was to be with the front line, always planning the next attack. It was her idea to
clean out all ammunitions plants that
earned her special praise from Hendou,
especially since they found a group of
humans hoping to stock up. Unfortunately they ran away before Shiro could
get to them.
"Well, Sir, we need to try to stay a
step ahead of them if you want Shiro to be
able to chase them around a bit. " Right
now, Masei was working with Hendou to
come up with a plan for Shiro so that he
could have his fun with the humans.
"How can we keep doing that?"
"That's why I'm here, isn't it? It was
obvious that they'd go to the weapons
plant. Their next move will be more of a
challenge though." Masei studied the Heat

Sensor Screen (HSS) carefully "There's
something not right about them. Look,
there are four people, but only three of
them are moving. And that fourth one is
much colder then the rest. Something's
not right about that. Maybe she's sleeping."
"If she was sleeping, then why didn't
they just leave her in the car when they
searched the plant? And why would they
need someone to watch over her? "
"Well, the guard was there probably
in case a hostile entity came along. Which
we would have if they had not moved so
quickly But you are right on the first
point. They would have left her in the car
with a guard instead. "
"Could she be dead?"
"No, humans don't cart their dead
around. They would have buried her the
minute they found out. But if she was sick
then they'd keep holding on to her. "
"Why? Wouldn't she be slowing them
down? It would be much easier to dispose
of her," Hendou suggested.
"Yes, to us maybe, but they place a
much higher value on life. Many of them
believe that life ends when you die. But
that's not the issue here. When humans
get sick, they usually go to a hospital.
That's probably where they are going
next. "
"But chances are there would be no
doctors left there to service them. How
would a hospital help? "
"They're going for supplies. Computer! Identify quadrent and display
map." Within seconds a 20 mile radius
map appeared on the screen with the
ammunitions plant at its center. "Find the
closest hospital. " A big red circle appeared
around a small city block. "End. Sir, the
closest hospital is in Alwick, code 24379F
Continued next page
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They call it Saint Mary's Regional Hospital. I believe that is where they are
headed."
Hendou pulled out his vidiphone.
"Dial Fl90493"
"Connection established! Enjoy your
call! " said the phone.
"Sudo! This is Hendou here. Send a
team immediately to code 24379F, Saint
Mary's Regional Hospital in Alwick, and
have them clear the entire facility of all
believed medical supplies."
"Yes Sir. Right away," Sudo said from
the screen.
"Out. Dial SlOOOOl"
"Connection establish-"
"Shiro, they're heading for code
24379F-"
"Saint Mary's Regional Hospital in
Alwick?"
"How did you know?"
"I had my computer on when you
said that, so I typed it in."
"Always a step ahead, you are. Don't
get there too fast. You do want to get there
first, though. Avoid the humans, and get
there before they do."
"Yes sir! Out!" Shiro's picture blanked
off of the screen.
"Don't forget about our special AFH
program for those of you away from
home. You get 5 free calls for every 10
hours of calls you make when not at
home. This special offer is only available
by us here at the Remote Communi~a
tions Network, the number one chmce for
vidiphone networking since NB0983 . If
you have any questions, comments or
complaints then feel free to contact us at
Zl00025. Thank you again for using
RCN!"
"Dial Zl00025"
"Connection established! You've
reached the RCN comment line. How may
I help you?"
"Well," Hendou said, "I have a complaint. Stop making the end messages so
damn long! Out! End!"
Masei laughed as Hendou put away
his Vidiphone. "That's true. They are
pretty bad."
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"What do you mean again? There's
nothing here AGAIN?" Forrest complained again.
"Listen, Forrest, we've been here a
day, we've definitely searched every floor.
This isn't the biggest hospital you know,"
Jim explained.
"Yup. It looks like the place's been all
cleared out," added Ray
"But that makes no sense. A hospital
running out of supplies." Forrest looked
towards Alexandra. "And we have to get
her woken up. That's our first priority "
"No, I don't think they ran out of
supplies. It really does look as if the place
had been cleared out. There aren't even
any weapons around. Or pseudo-weapons. No scalpels, no knives, no scissors.
Nothing that could even begin to try to
help."
"Well, what should we do then? Stay
here another night?" Forrest asked. They
had spent the last night in the place,
taking turns watching over Alexandra
while one slept and one searched. By midafternoon the next day, they had finished
searching the whole hospital. But he was
getting worried. Forrest knew that Ale~
andra should not keep getting moved hke
they had been moving her, but he won- .
dered if they really had a choice. At least if
they kept searching they would not be sitting ducks, and they might find help in
the process.
"I don't think we should spend
another night here. We've been here for a
day already Any longer might put us in
jeopardy Besides, I'd like something a little more comfortble than a cot to sleep on
tonight if possible."
"But d'ya think it's safe movin' the girl
all around like that? " Ray questioned.
"That's exactly what I was thinking,"
Forrest said. "But I think I'll side withJim
this time. We really need to find someplace better."
"Well our car is almost out of gas.
Why don'~ we find a new one and just try
somewhere else?" suggestedJim.

"Sounds like a plan to me; I never
liked hospitals anyways. Especially since
Doris died. I've been tryin' to keep my
distance you can understand."
The three left the emergency areabeing the strongest, Ray carrying
Alexandra - and made their way to the
exit.

••••••••••••••••••••••••
"I haven't quite reached the hospital
Hendou. They'll make it out before I'm in
missile range," Shiro yelled to the
vidiphone.
"Don't worry about it. It's not
necessary to kill them immediately, but it
would be preferred. We can't spend
forever playing cat-and-mouse," Hendou's
voice crackled back.
"Cat-and-mouse sir?"
"Yes some American Earth term;
somethi~g to do with constantly chasing
around. Basically a waste of time, really "
Shiro increased the Sonnix-A to
maximum power. "I've gone to maximum,
Sir. I think I can get there in time and still
have enough power left to fire at them.
But if I miss, I'll be stuck there till I can
refuel. Shiro out!"
He pushed the Sonnix-A as much as
he could, knocking down trees and small
buildings, anything to get there in time.
And suddenly he saw them right in front
of him, and the Sonnix came to a crashing
halt, its feet digging ten feet into the
ground as it came to a halt. Shiro flipped
the external communicator switch. "Well,
well, well. It's about time. "

.............•.....•....
"Jim, you're a sane person. Please tell
me I'm hallucinating," Forrest whispered,
halted in his tracks, as were the others.
"If this is a hallucination, Forrest, it's
unlike any I've ever had before. "
"There's only one thing we can do
then." Forrest andJim turned around and
crashed through the glass doors, back the
way they had came.
"RUN!!!" Ray shouted. He turned
around to find a layer of shattered glass
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covering the concrete. He scooted through
the hole the others had made and followed the trail of broken glass. "Where
are you?!"

••••••••••••••••••••••
"Damn! I forgot to charge up!" Shiro
pressed the recharge button as he watched
the three of them retreat into the hospital.
"What a stupid move! This'll be easy
now." He watched a column of lights on
the front panel slowly slide up until they
began to turn red. "Almost done."
"Missles charged and armed. Ready to
fire." said a computerized voice.
Shiro slid open a panel by his right
hand, and with a satisfied smile hit the
single white button that was revealed. "It's
over for you!" Shiro laughed as the arms
of the Sonnix raised up. The hands spread
open and from the center of the palms
shot two missles. They were a direct hit
into the hospital, which proceeded to
slowly fall to the ground in a heap of rubble.
Shiro called up Hendou on his vidiphone. "I've completed the mission, Sir.
Awaiting refueling."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Left, right, right, left! " came Jim's
voice from somewhere else in the hospital.
Ray followed the directions and
found himself on the other side of the
hospital, where Forrest andJim were
waiting for him.
"We have to find a car quick!" Jim
yelled, running into the parking lot. They
spread out to search for an unlocked car.
Almost right away one was found.
"Over here!" Forrest shouted. "I found
one!" In a matter of seconds Jim and Ray,
still carrying Alexandra, had arrived.
Forrest helped Ray lay Alexandra on the
back seat and was about to slide in with
her when they were stopped by a sudden
whistling noise.
"I don't think I wanna know what
that is," Ray commented.
And then the hospital began to collapse before their eyes. They piled into the

car and drove out of the lot, weaving
around the cars and dodging the falling
debris.
"How far should we go?" Forrest
asked, once they had gotten on the road .
"We've got half a tank here. I say we
go as far as we can until the gas is out,''
Jim, the driver, suggested.
They all agreed.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Celone stood at an airfield surrounded by a flank of lower officers. He
watched as a transport shuttle slowly
lowered itself into the cemented clearing.
As the engines came to a halt, a door near
the front opened, and a young beautiful
woman stepped out of the vehicle. Celone
smiled, walking towards her. He walked
right up to her and they stared at each
other for a few long moments before finally embracing, tears streaming down the
woman's face. While locked, Celone had
only one thing to whisper to her. "I'm so
glad you're finally here, Ria."

..........................
"Turn down this road. "
"How do you know it goes anywhere?"
"It might not, Forrest, but there'll at
least be houses down there. An' we're runnin' out of gas, so it's about time we hole
up for the night," Ray replied.
They had just crossed into a new state
when they finally pulled off the Interstate
they had found near the hospital. The going had been slow at some points; there
would be pileups of cars at the base of
hills, but with some weaving and shoulder
driving, they were able to make it this far.
They had gotten off at the first exit, and
were following it north when they saw a
small back road with some houses.
"We should take it as far as it goes,
and pick the last house. That'll get us far
away from any form of civilization. They
probably won't look for us there. I'm pretty sure they'll start searching all the hospitals and clinics for us, so we're going to
have to find help somewhere else."

The road was a narrow two-lane
byway that probably was part of a shortcut
to another town. Eventually the road became gravel, then dirt, and it finally ended
in a small cul-de-sac right by an electric
fence with a gate.
"Well, this is the end. I guess we're
staying here for the night," Forrest said.
"Yup. But how we gonna get in?" Ray
asked .
"Well, I suggest we go up to that
voice box at the gate and see if anyone's
alive in there." Jim walked up to the gate
and pressed the button in the box. "Hello?
Hello? Can anyone hear me?" He looked
around to the back of the box. "Well, it
seems the wires have been severed. No
box."
"Well if the box doesn't work then I
bet the fence doesn't work either." Forrest
pulled off his belt and tossed it into the
fence, setting off a massive shower of
sparks. "On the other hand ..."
"Why don't we go back up the road a
bit?" Ray asked.
"No, the last house is too far back.
The needle's on empty; I bet we've been
running off fumes for the last few minutes. We'd never make it," Jim replied .
Forrest had wandered off, and found
something to his surprise. "Hey guys, over
here!" The others rushed to his voice to
join him. They arrived to find Forrest
pointing at a tree. "See how that branch
hangs over the fence? We could get over
that way."
"But how'd we leave tomorrow? " Ray
asked.
"Easy. We can shut the power off
once we're inside."
"It's a good plan, but that branch
doesn't look very strong," Jim offered.
"Do you have any other ideas?"
Ray went back to the car to get Alexandra. When he got back, Forrest had already climbed up and over. "See how easy
it is?"
Jim climbed up second, then Ray
handed Alexandra up to Jim. Ray pulled
himself up to the branch and picked AlexContinued next page
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andra back up. "Ok, you go ahead,Jim.
I'll go last."
Jim slowly walked accross the
branch, causing it to squeak a bit, then
jumped off on the other side of the fence.
Ray took a tentative step, and found it
sturdy enough, so he began to walk. Halfway across the limb, a loud cracking noise
erupted from within the branch.
"Don't move!! Stay right there Ray! "
Jim shouted. "Stay calm, and when you're
ready, take very slow steps."
Ray took his first step. The branch
creaked slightly, but held. He took his second step, and the branch continued to
hold. "I think it's gonna be alright guys!"
Ray called to them. He took a slightly
heavier third step, then a fourth, and a
fifth, increasing his speed each time,
causing the limb to slowly bow down
towards the ground.
"No, Ray, stop!!" Forrest shouted,
but in his rush to get across Ray didn't
hear, and as he took another step, the
limb finally gave leaving Ray standing in
mid-air. As he fell, he flung Alexandra

ahead of him, getting her safely (if a bit
bruised) on the other side of the fence . As
he became impaled on a post of the fence,
1000 volts of electricity coursed through
his body, instantly stopping his heart, his
body just hanging there, having lost its
life.
Jim and Forrest stood there speechless. Jim picked up Alexandra, and the
two of them turned around and walked
up to the house.
"We have to do something about
him," Forrest said.
"Not now."
They walked up to the front door,
Forrest opening it for Jim, and the three of
them went in closing and locking it behind them. As they lifted their eyes from
the floor they realized that a group of 20
people were standing before them, in the
front a youthful woman dressed in white.
"Welcome to our community," she
said. "You've finally found your new
home. "

To be continued ...
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